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Reader's Guide

This chapter reviews a theoretical position, neo-functionalism, which was developed in the mid

1950s by scholars based in the United 5tates. The fundamental argument ofthe theory is that

states are not the only important actors on the international scene. As a consequence, neo-

functionalists focus their attention on the role of supranational institutions and non-state

actors, such as interest groups and political parties who, they argue, are the real driving force

behind regional integration efforts. The chapter that foilows provides an introduction to the

main features of neo-functionalist theory, and to its historical development since the 1950s.lt

focuses, more specificaily, on three theses advanced by neo-functionalists: the spillover thesis;

the elite socialization thesis; and the supranational interest group thesis. The chapter also con-

siders the main critiques ofthe theory to explain why it went out offashion in the 1970s. The

final section scrutinizes the revival of interest in neo-functionalism beginning in the late 1980s

and 1990s, as weil as providing some examples of how today's neo-functionalists differ from

those ofthe 1950s.
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Introduction
Neo-functionalism is often the first theory of
European integration studied by students of the
European Union. This is largely for historical rea-
sons, as neo-functionalism was the first attempt at
theorizing the new form of regional cooperation
that emerged at the end of the Second World War.
Although few researchers of European íntegratíon
would now accept all neo-functíonalíst arguments,
the theory remains important because íts concepts
and assumptions becarne part of the so-called
Monnet Method of European íntegration. Indeed,
at times ít has been difficult to separate the theory of
integration from the realíty of the EC/EU. Thís has
been something of a curse for neo-functionalism, as
it has meant that its success as a theory became inex-
tricably tied to the success of the European integra-
tíon project. But it does mean that it is possible to
chart the history of the EC/EU through the lens of
neo-functionalism, as we shall see below.

The chapter begins by asking: 'What is neo-func-
tionalism?' The purpose of this first sectíon is to

outline the general characteristícs of the th
second sectíon then summarizes the ríse
from grace of neo-functionalism between
and the 1970s. The third section examines
ses that form the core of neo-functíonalist
These are: (a) the spillover thesís; (b) the elite
izatíon thesis; and (c) the supranatíonal .
group thesis. These three arguments help to
neo-functionalist beliefs about the dynami
European integration processo The fourth
reviews the main criticisms of the neo- fun .
school, while the final section turns to more
adaptatíons of neo-functionalist ideas, ao
for the renewal of interest in thís approach
study of regional íntegration at the begínning
1990s and ín the 2000s. The chapter condu
neo- functionalism remains part of the fi .

theorizíng of EU developments, even though
have been some major changes in the way ne
tionalísm is used today compared with its o
applicatíon in the 1950s.

What is neo-functionalism?
The story of neo-functíonalism began in 1958 with
the publicatíon by Ernst B. Haas (1924-2003) of
The Uniting of Europe: Political; Social and Economic
Forces1950-1957 (Haas 1958). In this seminal book,
Haas explaíned how six West European countries
carne to initiate a new form of supranational coop-
eration after the Second World War. Originally,
Haas's maín aim in formulating a theoretical
account of the European Coal and Steel Community
(ECSC) was to provide a scientific and objective
explanation of regional cooperation, a grand theory
that would explain similar processes elsewhere in
the world (in Latin America, for example). However,
neo-functionalism soon becarne very dosely assoei-
ated with the EC case and, moreover, with a particu-
lar path of European íntegration. However, some

argued that despite its scientífic language,
functionalism was imbued from the outset
pro-íntegration assumptions that were not
explicit in the theory.

Three characteristícs of neo-functionalist
help to address the question of what is neo- fun
alism. First, neo-functionalism's core concept is
of spillover. This is covered ín more detaillater in
chapter. It is important to note at this point, ho
that neo-functionalism was mainly concerned
the process of integration (and had little to say
end goals, that is, about how an íntegrated E
would look). As a consequence, the theory sought
explain the dynarnics of change to which states
subject when they cooperated. Haas's theory,
was based on the assumption that cooperation ín



icy area would create pressures in a neighbouring
.cy area, placing it on the political agenda, and

ately leading to further integration. Thus, spill-
refers to a situation where cooperation in one
necessitates cooperation in another (Hooghe

Marks 2007). This rnight suggest that the process
utomatic, that is, beyond the control of political
ers. However, when we look at the various forms
illover identified by Haas, we will see how this
matic' process rnight be guided or manipulated

actors and institutions whose motives are une-
rocally'political.
second, albeit related, point which helps to
. neo-functionalism concerns the role of soei-

groups in the process of integration. Haas argued
interest groups and political parties would be key
rs in driving integration forward. While govern-

might be reluctant to engage in integration,
s would see it as in their interest to push for

er integration. This is because groups would see

-functionalismisa theoryof regionalintegrationthat
seeks to explain the processof (European)integration.ltis
a heorythat focuseson the supranationalinstitutionsof

EU.

e theorywas particularlyinfluentialin the 1950sand
960s.

main focus is on the 'factors'that drive integration:
erest group activityat the Europeanand national lev-
; politicalparty activity;the roleof governments and
pranationalinstitutions.
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integration as a way of resolving problems they faced.
Although groups would invariably have different
problems and, indeed, different ideological positions,
they would, according to neo-functionalists, ali see
regional integration as a means to their desired ends.
Thus, one might see integration as a process driven
bythe self-interest of groups, rather than by any ideo-
logical vision of a united Europe or shared sense of
identity.

Finaliy, neo-functionalism is often characterized as
a rather elitist approach to European integration.
Although it sees a role for groups in the integration
process, integration tends to be driven by functional
and technocratic needs. Though not apolitical, it sees
little role for democratic and accountable governance
at the level of the region. Rather, the 'benign elitism' of
neo-functionalists tends to assume the taeit support
of the European peoples-a 'permissive consensus'-
upon which experts and executives relywhen pushing
for further European integration (see Box 5.1).

• Thedrivingforceofintegrationisthe self-interestofgroups
and institutions.They may well have differentgoals in
mind, but the actions they choose, in order to achieve
those goals,driveforwardthe integrationprocesso

• European integration is mostly seen as an elite-driven
process-driven by national and international political
and economicelites.

• The concept of spilloveris the keyconcept within neo-
functionalism.

brief history of neo-functionalism
functionalism is very much connected to the
of European integration. lndeed, most neo-
.onalist writers have focused their attention on

(Lindberg 1963; Lindberg and Scheingold
1971). This was not their original intention,

however. Rather, an early objective was to formulate
a general or grand theory of international relations,
based on observations of regional integration proc-
esses. Political and economic cooperation in Latin
America was one of the cases investigated to that
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end (Haas and Schmitter 1964; Mattli 2005). It was
in Europe, however, that polítical and economic
integration was best developed and most suited to
theoretical and empirical study. Therefore Europe
and European integration became the major focus
of neo-functionalists during the 1960s and 1970s.

With the benefit of hindsight the success of neo-
functionalism is understandable, as it seemed that
the theory explained weil the reality of the European
integration process at that time. Until the 1970s, neo-
functionalism had wide support in academic circles,
though after that it lost much of its appeal. Indeed, it
almost disappeared as a theoretical and empirical
position in the study of European integration. One
reason for this was that neo-functionalism lacked a
theoreticaliy solíd base for its observations. Another
reason was that the kind of incremental polítical inte-
gration that neo-functionalisrn predicted did not
take place. From the mid 1970s, polítical cooperation
seemed less compelling, and researchers became
more interested in other kinds of theories, especialiy
those that stressed the importance of the nation state.
Even Haas was among those who recognized the lim-
itations of neo- functionalism. On this point he wrote
that 'the prognoses often do not match the diagnostic
sophistication, and patients die when they should
recover, while others recover even though ali the vital
signs look bad' (Haas 1975: 5).

• Neo-functionalismwas fashionable amongst elites and
academicsuntilthe 19705.

• From the 19705, other theoretical and conceptual
approachesseemed to fit the realityof Europeanintegra-
tion much better than neo-funrrionalisrn,and the theory
becameobsolete.

After the early 1990s neo- functionalism
a sort of revival. The new dynarnism of the
consequence of the single market progr
Chapter 16), made theories focusing on prl

political integration relevant once again (
Mikkelsen 1991). And even traditional critics
functionalism, such as Paul Taylor, accepted
to examine this approach more closely. On this
Taylor (1993: 77) wrote that 'The student
European Community ... needs to return to
ings of ... the neo-functionalists-whose
many years have been unfashionable. They
the essential context of theory in which to
practice of diplomacy and even the speeches of
Ministers so that they might be better under:

Since this revival of interest in neo-functio
a nurnber of scholars have sought to adapt the
to their own research agendas-whether
European integration process writ large, on :
polícy areas, or on the role of the supranational
tutions. Correspondingly there were, foilowing
death in 2003, a nurnber of attempts to evaluate
re-evaluate the importance of the neo-functi
contribution to our understanding of the d
ment of the European Union (for example, in a
cial issue of the [ournal of European Public Pol
2005). These new approaches and evaluations
reviewed towards the end of this chapter .

• Inthe 19905, with the revivalof the integrationpn
there camealsoa renewedinterest in neo-functionar
Thisledto awaveoffurther research,whichusedce
elements of the neo-functionalists'conceptual tool
Duringthe mid 20005 there havebeen further attem
to develop the theoretical framework of traditi
neo-functionalism.

Supranationalism and spillover
The key question asked by neo-functionalists is
whether and how economic integration leads to
polítical integration; and if it does so, what kind of

political unity will result? In this respect neo-
tionalism differs from other traditional approac
to international relations theory. More realist



itions have stressed the power games that occur
een states. Among neo-functionalists it was

.eved that economicintegration wouldstrengthen
the states involved, and that this would lead to

er political integration. The fundamental idea
that international relations should not be seen

a zera-sum game, and that everybody wins when
tries become involved in processes of economic
political integration.

Another important aspect of neo-functionalist
ry is related to the development of suprana-

institutions and organizations. Supranational
itutions are likely to have their own political
das. Over time, neo-functionalists predict, the

ational agenda will tend to triumph over
ests formulated by member states. As an exam-

one might look at how the European Parliament
operates. Members of the European Parliament
s) are directly elected within the member
. One would therefore expect it to be an insti-
n influenced very much by national interests.
e Parliament, however, MEPs are not divided
groups relating to their national origino They
rganized along party political and ideological
(see Chapter 11). In other words, Social

ats from Germany work together with
ur members from the UK, and Liberals from
work with Liberals from Denmark. According
-functionalist theory, MEPs will tend to
e more European in their outlook as a conse-
e of these working practices, though this may

. uted empirically. This is often referred to as
socialization'. The fact that MEPs work together

borders makes it difficult for them to focus
on national interests. This also makes the EP a

ally for the European Commission in its dis-
ns with the EU Council, even if the institu-
do not always agree on matters of policy.
itical integration is therefore a key concept for

ctionalists, though it is possible to identify a
r of different understandings of political
tion in their writings. Lindberg (1971: 59),
ample, stressed that polítical integration

governments doing together what they
o do individually. It is about setting up supra-
al and collective decision-making processes.
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By contrast, Haas saw political integration in terms
of shifts in attitudes and loyalties among political
actors.ln 1958 he famouslywrote:

, , Political integration is the process whereby political

actors in several distinct national settings are persuaded to

shift their loyalties, expectations and political activities toward

a new center, whose institutions possess or demand jurisdic-

tion over the pre-existing national states. The end result of a

process of political integration is a new political community,

superimposed overthe pre-existing ones. , ,

(Haas 1958: 16).

Neo-functionalist writers developed at least three
different arguments about the dynamics of the inte-
gration processes: (a) the spillover thesis; (b) the
elite socialization thesis; and (c) the thesis on supra-
national interest groups. The following subsections
set out the content of these theses and the following
section presents critiques of these arguments .

Spillover
Spillover is neo-functionalism's best-known con-
cept, one that has been widely used both by social
scientists and by practitioners. According to
Lindberg (1963: 10), the concept of spillover refers
to a process where political cooperation conducted
with a specific goal in mind leads to the formulation
of new goals in order to assure the achievement of
the original goal. What this means is that political
cooperation, once initiated, is extended over time in
a way that was not necessarily intended at the
outset.

In order to fulfil certain goals, states cooperate on
a specific issue. For example, the original aim may be
the free movement of workers across EU borders. But
it may soon become obvious that different national
rules concerning certification prevent workers from
gaining employment in other EU states. For example,
nurses educated in one member state may not be
allowed to work in another because of differences in
national educational systems. As a consequence, new
political goals in the field of education policy may be
formulated so as to overcome this obstacle to the free
movement of labour. This process of generating new
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political goals is the very essence of the neo-function-
alist concept of spillover.

, , Spillover refers .. to the process whereby members of

an integration scheme-agreed on some collective goals for

a variety of motives but unequally satisfied with their attain-

ment ofthese goals-attempt to resolve their dissatisfaction

by resorti ng to collaboration in another, related sector

(expanding the scope of mutual commitment) or by intensi-

fying their commitment to the original sector (increasing the

levei of mutual commitment), or both. , ,

(Schmitter 1969: 162).

A distinction is often drawn between different types
of spillover. Functional (or technical), political, and
cultivated spillover constitute three different kinds
of spillover process (Nye 1971; Tranholm -Mikkelsen
1991; Rosamond 2005; Moravcsik 2005; Niemann
2006; see also Box 5.2).

An example of functional spillover-where one
step towards cooperation functionally leads to
another-can be seen in the case of the Single
Market (see Chapter 16). The Single Market was
functionally related to common rules governing
the working environment. This meant that some of
the trade barriers to be removed under the Single
Market Programme took the form of national reg-
ulations on health and safety, as the existence of
different health and safety standards across the
Community prevented free movement. The func-
tional consequence of establishing a Single Market
was, then, that the member states ended up accept-
ing the regulation of certain aspects of the working
environment at European level, even though this
had not been their original objective (Jensen
2000).

Political spillover occurs in situations character-
ized by a more deliberated political process, where
national political elites or interest groups argue
that supranational cooperation is needed in order
to solve specific problems. National interest groups
focus more on European than on national solu-
tions and tend to shift their loyalty toward the
supranational level. Interest groups understand
that their chances of success increase when they
support European rather than national solutions.

Types of spillover

• Functional spillover takes place when cooperati
one sector/issue area 'functionally' creates pre
for cooperation in another related area.

• Political spillover refers to situations characterized
more deliberate political process, as when
(national or supranational, political, or private) fi
more useful to argue for European rather than
national solutions.

• Cultivated spillover refers to situations where sup
tional actors such as the European Commission
the process of integration forward during the inte
ernmental negotiation processoThe Commission
not only as mediator but also as political entrepre
during these negotiations.

This type of spillover is closely related to a th
which argues that European integration prom
shifts of loyalty among civil servants and o
elite actors.

Cultivated spillover refers to situations wh
supranational actors-the European Commissi
in particular-push the process of political in
gration forward when they mediate between
member states (Tranholm-Mikkelsen 199
Niemann 2006). For example, the Commissi
may only take heed of arguments that point tow
further political integration ('more' Europe) dun
ing the negotiation process, while ignoring
rejecting arguments that are primarily based
national interests.

Supranational institutions may use special inter-
ests as a means of driving forward the integratio
processo These special interests may be promot
through so-called 'package deals', where steps are
taken to treat apparently cliscrete issues as a single
(composite) item, enabling ali (or the majority o
actors to safeguard their interests (Lindberg and
Scheingold 1970: 116). For example, if one member
state has an interest in a certain policy area, such as
preventing cuts in agricultural spending, while
another has interests in industrial policy, these
member states may agree, formally or informaliy, to

:!.s=. :-



pport each other in negotiations. As a result the
o policy areas can be easily linked within the
gaining process, particularly where an an entre-
neurial actor such as the Commission takes the, \

itiative.
Thus spillover processes may be seen partly as the

t of unintended consequences. Member states
. t deliberately accept political integration and the

ation of authority to supranational institutions
a particular issue. However, as a result of that deci-
, they may suddenly find themselves in a position
re there is a need for even more delegation. As a
t, Lindberg and Scheingold are right to stress that

itical integration need not be the dedared end goal
member states engaging in this processoThe latter
their own respective goals, which are likely to have

re to do with policy issues than with integration. As
rg and Scheingold write: 'We do not assume

actors will be primarily or even at ali interested in
ing the scope and capacities of the system per

Some will be, but by and large most are concerned
achieving concrete economic and welfare goals

will view integration only as a means to these ends'
erg and Scheingold 1970: 117). In this sense the

lishment of supranational institutions such as the
may be seen as the result of unintended conse-

nctionat spillover: from Single Market to
nomic and Monetary Union

establishment of the SingleMarket increased the
ibilitiesforcompanies in Europeto trade aerossbor-
.Thisgenerallyimplieda growthintrade among the
ntries in the European Community.However,the
ased leveiof transnational trade in the European
munity made eompanies and countries more
ed to fluctuations in national eurreneies,whieh
nstrated the functional advantages inherent in a

mon European eurreney. From that perspective
mieand MonetaryUnionean be seen as a conse-

ee of a functional logicconnectinggrowthin trade
5 borders in the EUwith the functional need for a
mon eurreney 50 as to reduce risks related to
ndingtrade.
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quences of actions among the actors involved in
decision making.

EIite social ization
The second aspect of neo-functionalist theory con-
cerns the development of supranationalloyalties by
participants such as officials and politicians in the
deeision-making processo The thesis here is that,
over time, people involved on a regular basis in the
supranational policy process will tend to develop
European loyalties and preferences (Pentland 1973).
For example, Commission officials are expected to
hold a European perspective on problem solving so
that their loyalty may no longer be to any one
national polity, but rather to the supranationallevel
of governance.

We can well imagine how participants engaged in
an intensive ongoing decision-making process, which
mayextend over several years and bring them into fre-
quent and dose personal contact, and which engages
them in a joint problem-solving and policy-generating
exercise, might develop a special orientation to that
process and to those interactions, especialIy if they are
rewarding. They may come to value the system and
their role within it, either for itself or for the concrete
rewards and benefits it has produced, or that it prom-
ises (Lindberg and Scheingold 1970: 119).

Thus neo-functionalists predicted that the
European integration process would lead to the
establishment of elite groups loyal to the suprana-
tional institutions and holding pan -European norms
and ideas. This elite would try to convince national
elites of the advantages of supranational coopera-
tion. At the same time neo-functionalists also pre-
dicted that international negotiations would become
less politicized and more technocratic. The institu-
tionalization of the interactions between national
actors, and the continued negotiations between dif-
ferent member states, would make it more and more
difficult for states to adhere to their political argu-
ments and retain their credibility (Haas 1958: 291).
As a result, it was expected that the agenda would
tend to shift towards more technical problems upon
which it was possible to forge agreement.
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The formation of
supranational interest groups
According to neo- functionalist theory, civil servants are
not the only groups that develop a supranational orien-
tation. Organized interest groups are also expected to
become more European, as corporations and business
groups formulate their own interests with an eye to the
supranational institutions (see Chapter 13). As eco-
nomic and political integration in a given region devel-
ops, interest groups will try to match this development
through a process of reorganization, to form their own
supranational organizations. For example, national
industrial and employers' organizations established a
common European organization, BUSINESSEUROPE
(formerly UNICE), in 1958, at much the same time as
the European Communitywas established. In so doing,
their intention was to influence future Community
policy. Early neo-functionalists also sawa similar role
for political parties.

Furthermore, neo-functionalists believed that
interest groups would put pressure on governments
to force them to speed up the integration processo
These groups were expected to develop their own
supranational interest in political and economic
integration, which would allythem to supranational
institutions, such as the European Commission.
Thus, 'in the process of reformulating expectations
and demands, the interest groups in question
approach one another supranationally while their
erstwhile ties with national friends undergo deteri-
oration' (Haas 1958: 313).

Before we examine criticisms of the neo-function-
alist approach, it is important to stress the following
point: neo-functionalism is often compared to or is
seen as connected with federalismo Federalists argue
that the EU should establish strong federal institu-
tions leading in the end to the creation of a federation
with some similarities to the USA. Sometimes neo-
functionalism is seen as a theoretical approach that
supports a federalist agenda. Neo-functionalists, like
federalists, talk about processes of political integra-
tion, and about the advantages of this process (see
Box5.4). However neo-functionalists like Haas (1971:
20-1) stressed that neo-functionalism and federal-

ism are very different in several respects.
important of these is that federalism is a
position, while neo-functionalism is both
and scientific. Federalists are interested in h
ought to be (taking a normative stance
neo-functionalists analyse the processes of -
tion and disintegration from a scientific
view. However, critics of neo-functionalism
most likely dispute the clairn that neo-fun
is devoid of a political agenda.

Neo-functionalist expectations about the
European institutions

Neo-functionalists have formulated theories that
used to predict the behaviour ofthe European in ..

• The European Commission is expected to
'political entrepreneur' as well as a medi
Commission will, according to neo-functional
ory, try to push for greater cooperation be
member states in a direction that leads to
more supranational decision making.

• The European Court is expected not only to
the basis of legal arguments, but also to favour
cal integration. In this way, the Court will
expand the logic of Community law to new a

• The European Parliament is expected to be a SI
tionally oriented institution and to be the na·
of the European Commission. Although M
elected by the nationals of their home coun
are divided politically and ideologically in their
work. Neo-functionalists expect MEPs to deVI
alties towards the EU and the 'European idea',
theywou Id often (though not always) defend Eu
interests against national interests.

• The EU Council is expected to be the in
where national interests are defended. H
neo-functionalists would also expect member
to be influenced by the logic of spillover, which
lead them to argue for greater economic and
integration, despite their national interests. The
ber states are also expected to be influenced :
fact that they are involved in ongoing negotiati
a supranational contexto This makes it difficult
member state to resist proposals that lead to
political integration.



Neo-functionalists believe that there are different types of
spillover. Functional, political and cultivated spillover
accou nt for d ifferent dynam ics of the integration processo

Elite socialization implies that over time people involved
in European affairs shift their loyalties to the European
institutions and away from thei r nation state.
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• Neo-functionalists believe that interest groups also
become Europeanized, placing demands on their
national governments for more integration.

ritiques of neo-functionalism
now review briefly the main criticisms of neo-
ctionalism ma de by observers such as Haas

975, 1976), Moravcsik (1993, 1998,2005), Taylor
990, 1993), Keohane and Nye (1975), Keohane

Hoffman (1991) and Schmitter (2005).
eo-functionalism has been criticized on both

pirical and theoretical grounds. At an empirical
the criticism focuses on the absence (or slow

) of political integration in Westem Europe dur-
the 1970s and early 1980s. Neo-functionalism had
.cted a pattern of development characterized by a

dual intensification of political integration, a
elopment that by the 1970s had clearly not taken
ce. The French boycott of the European institu-
os in the mid 1960s had led to a more cautious

e in the evolution of the Community, and recog-
- '00 of the importance of politicalleaders as con-

. ts on the process of integration. Indeed, with the
opean Community having suffered numerous cri-
it could even be argued that the integration proc-
had reversed. Moravcsik writes that:

Despite the richness ofits insights, neo-functionalism

oday widely regarded as having offered an unsatisfactory

ount ofEuropean integration ...The most widely-cited rea-

is empirical: neo-functionalism appears to mispredict

the trajectory and the process ofEC evolution.lnsofar as

functionalism advances a clear precondition about the

·ectory in the EC over time, it was that the technocratic

perative would lead to a 'gradual', 'automatic' and 'incre-

ntal' progression toward deeper integration and greater

ranational influence. , ,

Haas even talked about the possibility that there
might be a disintegrative equivalent to spillover,
which might be labelled 'spillback'I

However, alongside these empirical critiques lie
theoretical objections which cover a broader spec-
trum. Here we shall focus on three main types of
criticism. The first set of objections was aimed at the
theses advanced by neo-functionalists. An example
of this is Taylor's challenges to the elite socialization
thesis, and to the idea that supranational loyalties
would emerge in institutions such as the
Commission. Taylor (1990) pointed out that, rather
than integration making officials more European, it
was the interests of the member states in having
'national' civil servants in the Commission that
increased as political integration intensified.
Member states became increasingly aware of the
need to ensure that they reached 'their' quota of
European civil servants (Taylor 1990: 180) and that
their interests were represented. Moreover, it was
surmised that European civil servants would beco me
more nationally orientated when vital political
issues were on the agenda (see also Hooghe 2002).

Correspondingly, Risse (2005) has argued that if
the neo-functionalists were right, farmers and
women should be among the most EU -supportive
citizens in Europe, which is definitely not the case:

, , Haas seemed to have assumed ... that those who

profit most from European integration are also more likely to

shift their loyalties toward Europe than others. If this were

true, two groups should be more supportive of European inte-

gration than they actually are. First, farmers are arguably the
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one professional group who profit most from the EU ... Yet,

there is no indication that farmers identify with EU to any

considerable degree. Their satisfaction with the EU's perform-

ance appears also to be rather low. Second, we would expect

women to be in general more supportive of European inte-

gration than men, given that it was EU that pushed gender

equality, particularly equal treatment and equal pay in the

workplace ... But there is a gender gap in support for the EU,

with men being in general more supportive of integration

than women. , ,

(Risse 2005: 297).

The second set of objections was based on criticism
of the theories formulated by Haas himself. By the
late 1960s Haas had accepted that the prediction
that regional organizations such as the EU would
develop incrementally, propelled forward by vari-
ous dynamics such as spillover, failed to encapsulate
the reality of European cooperation (Haas 1975,
1976). He recommended a different approach to
regional integration, based on theories of interde-
pendence which were being developed in the rnid
1970s by Keohane and Nye (1975, 1976) amongst
others. This approach argues that institutions such
as the EC/EU should be analysed against the back-
ground of the growth in international interdepend-
ence, rather than as regional political organizations
(Haas 1976: 208). Referring to European integra-
tion, Haas wrote that 'What once appeared to be a
distinctive "supranational" style now looks more
like a huge regional bureaucratic appendage to an
intergovernmental conference in permanent ses-
sion' (Haas 1975: 6). ln so arguing, Haas himself
abandoned the theory he had been so instrumental
in developing.

Haas had argued that one of the factors reducing
the level of predictability or inevitability of integra-
tion was the replacement of traditional forms of
functional policy links (that is, functional spillover)
by what he referred to as 'deliberated linkage'. In
essence, what Haas was saying was that political
forms of spillover were replacing the original func-
tionallogic. This meant that over time the political
linkage of package deals became more and more
central and more and more complex, increasing the

uncertainty surrounding the integration
both for the researcher and for the
(Haas, 1976: 209). Haas emphasized an
possibly more important, deficiency: that
of regional integration had focused toa n
the region as an isolated entity, ignoring
of external factors.

In the third group of objections to the
was argued that neo-functionalism
undue emphasis on the supranational co
in regional integration. Critics suggested
importance should be attached to the na .
and that regional forms of cooperation
analysed as intergovernmental organiza .
line of attack was adopted by Morav
1998,2005) amongst others, under the rub .
eral intergovernmentalism (see Chapter 7);

, , Whereas neo-functionalism stresses the a

supranational officials, liberal intergovernmentalis

the autonomy of nationalleaders. , ,

(Moravcsik 1993: 491).

This can be read as a claim that the nati
remains the core element in an understan
international relations, including interpreta .
the development of cooperation within
framework. If we accept this thesis, it ob
imposes limits on opportunities for politi
gration. The assumption appears to be that
integration is based exclusively on the a
interests of the single nation state and on its
mination to survive. Nation states are thus p
to cede formal competence to supranational .
tions only if by so doing they ensure, or
regain, control of specific areas of policy.

Finally, there is also a different type of cri .
which relates to what we might call the elitist
of neo-functionalism. This criticism attacks
prescriptive implications of the approach
than the theory itself and so is of a different o
to the critiques already outlined. The ar
here is that neo-functionalism is not merely a
entific and objective theory of regional integra
but has also become an essential part of a mod



opean integration. It is this model, which some
the 'Monnet Method' or the 'Cornmunity
od', that is subject to the criticism that it does

involve European citizens in this momentous
ess of change, and that it is therefore undemo-

tic, Neo-functionalism sees integration prima-
as a process of functional or technocratic
ge, with experts largely running the show. As
ted out by RÍsse: (... Haas was not that much
erned about mass public opinion and the loy-

of the ordinary citizens, as he regarded
pean integration as an elite affair' (Risse 2005:
.This has led to accusations that neo-function-
integration implies 'integration by stealth'. Not

.' is this not an appropriate model for European
egration in the early twenty-first century, it is

no longer an accurate depiction of the process
, though as we shall see in Chapter 22 on the
ocratic deficit, not everyone would agree that
gs have changed very much from the early days

lthe Community.
• -eo-functionalism first and foremost focused on
itical and administrative elites and on the proc-

that developed the cooperation between
ional elites. The assumption was that if the elites
ed to cooperate then the populations would
w their line of policy. The experience related to

erent national referendums about EU treaties
. ts to the fact that the unilateral focusing on
. 'cal elites is a major weakness in neo-function-
theory. Although the political and administra-
elites at the national and European level, for
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example, agreed upon the new constitution or the
Lisbon Treaty, this did not mean that the voters fol-
lowed the elites. In this respect one could say that
neo-functionalism as a theoretical tradition has a
blind spot in the lack of understanding of the need
for the EU to establish legitimacy among the peo-
pIes of Europe.

As the above suggests, the original neo-function-
alist project has been subjected-from many different
angles-to critical reappraisal at both the theoreti-
cal and empiricallevels. Yet this did not mean that
neo-functionalism died as a theoretical project. As
we shall see in the next section, neo-functionalist
theory experienced a sort of renaissance at the
beginning of the 1990s and in the 2000s, as neo-
functionalist concepts such as 'spillover' were revis-
ited so as to explain contemporary developments in
European integration.

KEY POINTS

• Neo-functionalismiscriticizedon both empiricaland
theoreticalgrounds.

• Onempiricalgroundsitwasarguedthat neo-function-
alismno longerfitted withthe realityofthe EC in the
19705.

• Ontheoreticalgrounds, criticsdenied the existenceof
elite socialization,stressed the importance of the
internationaldimension of integration,and sought to
repositionthe nation state at the heart ofthe studyof
the Europeanintegrationprocesso

he revival of neo-functionalism
years of obsolescence, there was a revival in

est in neo-functionalism at the beginning of the
s. There are a number of reasons for the theory's
ed popularity. The first has to do with general

relopments in the European Community. The
gle European Act and the creation of the Single

Market (see Chapter 16) marked a new phase of eco-
nomic and political cooperation in Western Europe in
the mid 1980s. And the processes of integration asso-
ciated with these developments seemed very much in
line with the sort of spillover predicted by neo-func-
tionalist theory (Tranholm-Mikkelsen 1991).
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However, this renewed interest in neo-function-
alism involved much more than just a step back to
the 1960s. Rather than simply adopting the tradi-
tional or dassical mo del, many of those who sought
to reuse neo-functionalist theory accepted it as a
partial theory, that is, as a theory which would
explain some but not ali of the European integra-
tion processo This contrasts with the earlier ambi-
tion of the neo-functionalists-to create a grand
theory ofEuropean integration.

An important contribution to this new approach
was made by Stone Sweet and Sandholtz (1998;
see also Stone Sweet and Brunell 1998 and Stone
Sweet 2004). Although these authors are not neo-
functionalists in any traditional sense, they do
daim that their theoretical considerations have
'important affinities with neo-functionalism'
(Stone Sweet and Sandholtz 1998: 5). They argue
that the traditional distinction made in the theo-
reticalliterature on European integration-that it
is either supranational or intergovernmental- is
no longer sufficient. While both tendencies are
represented in the real world of European politics,
they appear differently in different policy areas
within the Union, so that some are characterized
by intergovernmentalism, others by supranation-
alism (Stone Sweet and Sandholtz 1998: 9).
However, Stone Sweet and Sandholtz do not use
the spillover concept when they seek to explain
processes of political integration and the forma-
tion of supranational institutions. lnstead they
develop what they cali a 'transaction-based' the-
ory of integration. This draws attention to the
increasing levels of transactions (such as in the
field of trade, communications, and travel) across
EU borders, which in turn increase demands for
European-level regulation (Stone Sweet and
Sandholtz 1998: 11). ln time, these demands gen-
erate a process of institutionalization leading to
the establishment of what the authors call 'supra-
national governance'.

One of the supranational institutions analysed
using this approach was the European Court of
Justice (Stone Sweet and Caporaso 1998; Stone
Sweet 2004; see also Chapter 12). Stone Sweet and

Caporaso observe how the Court interp
Treaty expansively within its rulings. ln d
they confirm their theses about the autonom
EU's supranational institutions and about s
tional governance, and their theoretical rel
neo-functionalism. And elsewhere, Stone SWI
Brunell explain the extent to which their an
similar to that formulated by Haas:

, , Our results provide broad support for some

core claims of 'neo-functionalist' theory, first deve

Ernst Haas ... Haas ... tried to show that market e

and political development could be connected to one

through positive feedback loops that would push st

more of both. We formalized these insights as hy

gathered data on the processes commonly associa

European integration, and tested our hypotheses in d

ways. The evidence support Haas's basic intuitions.

(Stone Sweet and Brunell 2004: 52).

Others have also used the European Court to

vide evidence of the existence of neo-functio
dynamics in the EC. Burley and Mattli (1993)
that the European Court has been a very impo
institution in the building of a supranational
munity as it has played an active role in the cn
of Community authority in legal matters.
stress that the founding member states of
Community had no intention of giving the
supremacy over national legal systems. Ho
the European Court was able to develop its do
over the course of the 1960s and 1970s. Accordi _
Burley and Mattli, the Court has also been able
advance political integration by using technical
apolitical arguments in the legal arena, a prl

which is dose to the type of integration mech
proposed by neo-functionalist theory.

Along similar lines, references to neo-functio
ist theory have increased dramaticaliy since
beginning of the 1990s. And in policy areas such
defence (Guay 1996), social policy (Jensen 2
and telecomrnunications (Sandholtz 1998), a
tudes arnong European civil servants (Hoo
2001), competition policy (McGowan 2007),
transnational liberties (Newman 2008), autho



discussed neo-functionalism as a possible
e for explaining specific forms of integration.
· g the 2000s there have also been some impor-
attempts at further developing the original
functionalist framework. Ame Niernann
), for example, argues that the process of inte-

· n should not be seen as an automatic process,
rather as a process that can occur under certain
itions.
tegration is no Ionger viewed as an automatic
exclusively dynamic process, but rather occurs

certain conditions and is better characterized
dialectic process, i.e. the product ofboth dynam-
and countervailing forces. In addition, instead of

d theory, the revisited approach is understood
wide-ranging, but partial, theory (Niemann
:4-5).
mann's work focuses particularly on the tradi-
elite perspective in neo-functionalist theory:

the firstwritings ofHaas in the 1950s, theories
~ional integration, or neo-functionalism as it is

popularly called, have had their ups and
. As a means of explaining cooperation

reen states in the 1960s, neo-functionalism
e very popular. The new types of cooperation

developed after the Second World War, espe-
in Europe, demanded new research perspec-
Neo-functionalism was able to describe and
· these developments in a way that was novel
of its time. In the period after the war, the fash-
·as for grand theorizing, the construction of
tific theories that would explain the 'big pie-
· • owadays, theorists (and particularly those
· g on the EU) are content to devote their
ies to the generation of less ambitious, mid-

range theories (see Chapter 7) that explain only
of the processo

sing on the supranational aspects of the new
ational organizations, neo-functionalism
· ed cooperation using concepts like spillover
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, , ...[W]hileelitesarestillattributeda primaryrolefordeci-
sionoutcomes,the widerpublicsareassumedto impacton the
evolutionofthe Europeanintegrationprocess,too. , ,

(Niemann 2006: 5).

Niemann similarly discusses the original neo-func-
tionalist concepts of spillover and argues for the rele-
vance of a new form of spillover: 'social spillover'
(Niemann 2006: 37ff). Through this concept Niemann
tries to combine the traditional spillover concept with
the socialization thesis discussed above, arguing that
this new concept of social spillover can capture proc-
esses that lead to a low level of European integration:

, , Incontrastto earlyneo-functionalism,whichassumed
constant learningand socialization,the revisitedframework
departsfromthe presumptionand isconcernedwithdelimit-
ingthe scopeof socialspillover , ,

(Niemann 2006: 42)

and loyalty transfer. States were expected to cooper-
ate on economic matters in order to realize the eco-
nomic advantages that come with increased levels
of trade. This would lead to demands for political
coordination across state borders, and in some cases
to the establishment of supranational institutions.
Cooperation in one policy area would involve coop-
eration in new areas, thereby initiating an incre-
mental process of political integration. Over time,
the supranational institutions would become more
and more independent and able to formulate their
own agendas, forcing the national states to delegate
further competences to the supranationallevel.

Yet by the mid 1970s neo-functionalism was no
longe r a credible position to hold. Even traditional
proponents of the theory, like Haas, argued that it
could not fully explain European developments in
regional cooperation. lndeed, he accepted that the
European Community did not develop in the way
that neo-functionalists had predicted. States
remained key actors and it became hard to distinguish
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supranational institutions from more traditional
international organizations.

Supranationalism did experience a revival in the
beginning of the 1990s, however. The establish-
ment of the Single Market and the creation of the
EU at Maastricht opened the door to new interest
in supranational developments and institutions.
The EU suddenly began to look much more like
the kind of institution that Haas and others pre-
dicted would emerge as a result of regional eco-
nomic and political integration. But although
there was some interest in neo-functionalism at
this time, most of the 'new' neo-functionalists felt

QUESTIONS

free to pick and choose from those elements
theory that best suited their research a
Finally, despite the renaissance of the theory
1980s and 1990s, neo-functionalism is still
considered as at the forefront cutting
research on European integration and EU
It seems that the mainstream now belongs
variants of intergovernmentalism and other
competing theories of the EU (see Chapters
7), even if there have been some recent atte
develop the original neo-functionalist th
framework in new directions (for e
Niemann 2006).

1. What do neo-functionalists mean by political integration?

2. How helpful is the spillover concept in explaining the development of European integration

1950s?

3. How can private interest groups influence the processes of political integration?

4. How convincing is Moravcsik's critique of neo-functionalisrn?

5. According to neo-functionalist theory, what role do the supranational institutions play in the E

integration process?

6. What evidence is there that 'loyalty-transfer' among the civil servants in the supranational in

aáually occurs?

7. Does the conduct ofthe European Court support the neo-functionalist thesis?

8. Why is it very difficult for neo-functionalisrn to analyse and explain (a) the rejection ofthe con

bythe French and Dutch voters atthe referendum in 2005 ar (b) the rejection ofthe Lisbon Treaty

Irish voters in 2008?

GUIDE TO FURTHER READING

• Journal ofEuropean Public Policy, 'The Disparity ofEuropean Integration: Revisiting Neo-functi

in Honour of Ernst Haas', Vol, 12, No. 2, 2005. A special issue of this journal with contributi

Phillip C. 5chmitter, Andrew Moravcsik, Ben Rosamond, Thomas Risse, and others. This is the latest

date evaluation of neo-functionalisrn and its contribution to the study of European integration .

• Moravcsik, A. The Choice for Europe: Social Purpose and State Power from Messina to Ma,

(London: UCL Press, 1998). The seminal text on liberal intergovernmentalism by its key prop

includes a very useful critique of neo-functionalisrn.


